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The Turkish-American Experience in Poetry 
A Major Debut by an Award-Winning Translator 

 
Brooklyn, NY: Turtle Point Press is pleased to present NOMADOLOGIES by Erdağ 
Göknar, a significant literary and scholarly work of poetry on Turkish diaspora and 
Turkish-American cultural conflict. 
 
Poet Garrett Hongo writes, “Göknar is that rarest of poets, an elegiac singer attending to 
the broken ark of his own beginnings.” 
 
Nomadologies is what poet Richard Tillinghast calls a “dazzling tour encompassing 
history, aesthetics, and politics” (and we will add religion) to the place that was once the 
center of the civilized world.” In it, the author chronicles his family’s wanderings and 
explores the origins of his own consciousness. 
 
The poems range from poignant tributes to people and things Göknar loves, to complex 
pieces involving the symbology of the language. A number of key poems are composed 
in shapes that echo flowing water, fragmented maps, and seams that never meet. 
Professor Sibel Erol sees one of the long pieces as an umbilical cord, which she says is 
an apt metaphor for the whole collection, and we think this is true, as the work roots the 
author back through several generations and a long, nomadic history. 
 
This is also an insightful collection for readers interested in Turkish and Islamic culture,  
those interested in questions of exile and definitions of home, and those who are 
looking for great new lyrical poetry. 
 
Erdağ Göknar (MFA, Univ. of Oregon) is the award-winning translator of Nobel laureate 
Orhan Pamuk’s My Name is Red and Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar’s A Mind at Peace. A 
recipient of two Fulbright awards, he teaches Turkish and Middle Eastern Studies at 
Duke, and directs the Duke University Middle East Studies Center. Nomadologies is his 
first collection of poetry. 
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